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1 Starting points

I would like, in my honors thesis, to look at how it is that models are used
in science as explanations. I will begin from the following statements, which I
think are relatively uncontroversial:

1. The purpose of an explanation is to help someone understand something.

2. An important part of understanding X is to relate X in various ways to
things Y that one already knows a lot about.

3. One way of relating a new thing to what one already knows is through
�gurative language: metaphor, simile, analogy, and the like. This type of
language is often used to point out structural similarities or similarities
in properties between two things: we say, e.g., \X is like Y in this way,"
or \X is Y under these conditions," and so forth. I will call all such
constructions \metaphors" (although this stretches the normal use of the
term slightly) for convenience.

4. There are, in any given context, good and bad metaphors. Speci�cally,
there are ways of relating X to Y that are more or less faithful in their
representations (metaphors may mislead), or that make more or less sense.
There are rules about what's allowable in constructing a metaphor; these
are probably highly context-dependent, but not entirely undiscoverable.
(One rule might be that a good metaphor will help someone understand
X better.)

Now, for the real meat: what does all this have to do with models in science?
I think explanations based on models are probably a species of metaphorical
explanation; at the very least, it may be helpful to think of them that way. The
questions of how models explain and how metaphors explain run in parallel.

1. We can assert that any entity X is like the entity Y described in or by a
model with respect to its structure, certain properties, etc.

2. In doing so, we are relatingX to something that is already well-understood:
we are therefore explaining X in some way, even if our explanation is in-
complete or may be revised later.
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3. The question of what the relation between X and Y \really is" is like the
question of what the relation is between two things related by a metaphor.
The answer has to do with the intentions of the person constructing the
metaphor, and the rules for what makes a good metaphor: when I say \X
is like Y ," I mean it with respect to some properties, but not all of them.
The situation is the same with models: when I say \These equations model
the motion of a harmonic oscillator," I mean that the oscillator's motion
has some of the same properties as a curve described by those equations,
not that the motion of a harmonic oscillator is like the shape of these
symbols on a page.

4. Just as there are rules in di�erent linguistic contexts for what makes a good
metaphor, there are rules in di�erent scienti�c contexts for what makes a
good model: models should faithfully represent some set of data; models
should be mathematically simple; models should be \natural" instead of
highly arti�cial; and so on.

By thinking of explanations based on models as metaphors, we can avoid
some philosophically thorny questions, like \What exactly is the `similarity'
relation between a physical system X and a model Y ?" This is an easy question
to get hung up on, because it seems that we have to compare two things with
very di�erent ontologies: X is a real physical system, while Y may be a smooth
curve in Rn. It appears di�cult to say how one is like the other. But this
di�erence in ontologies doesn't bother us particularly when we say, for example,
\You are as beautiful as a summer's day." The basis for the comparison between
the person and a summer's day seems `built in' by the intentions of the person
making the statement; it would be silly to ask, \But how can this person be
like a summer's day? A person and a day are very di�erent things." There may
not be any answer to this except, \A person and a day can both be beautiful."
This does not mean we have solved all the problems with the statement: we still
want to know what it means to \be beautiful," for example. This is a standard
metaphysical question, though, and it can be settled separately. Similarly, then,
it might be wrong to get too puzzled about how a real spring can be like an
ideal spring, or how a real social network is modeled by an undirected graph,
or what discrete biological populations and continuous population-curves have
in common. The answer is something like, \With respect to the values of the
properties in question, they simply are the same."

2 Further questions

The above discussion is obviously just a sketch, but assuming it can be �lled
out appropriately, some further questions that I would �nd interesting to pursue
are:

1. What are the rules for what makes a good metaphor or a good model?
(Illustrate with examples.)
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2. What sort of realism do those rules lead us to, if any?

3. Are there any further things to be said in metaphysics about what it means
for X and Y to be \the same in this respect"?

4. and so on.

That, I should think, is plenty of fodder for a thesis; hopefully, it isn't too
big a topic to be re�ned into something worth reading over the next �ve months.
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